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00:18 PATROL CHECK                                           1611200001
Occurred at Twain Harte Eveangelical Free Church on Mark Twain Dr. , Twain Harte. Rp can hear a male yelling 
and playing the drums, rp states male and female have been in a 415 for @60 min 
ref inc  1611200002 
Summary: The male was playing his drums outside on his deck. He was cited for drug charges. See case #16-
3932 for details. . Disposition: Citation Criminal.

00:30 NOISE COMPLAINT                                        1611200002
Occurred at Fuller Rd/Mark Twain Dr, Twain Harte. Rp rpts a male a few houses up from  is screaming, playing 
drums, and howling  ref inc 1611200001
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.040215  Lon:-120.23489
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Log Note.

00:53 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT                      1611200003
Occurred on Wigwam Rd, Jamestown. SRMC staff is req asst  left the hospital with and IV in her arm req she 
return to the ER. 
Summary:  Subject was not home according to the roomate, I asked the roomate to have the subject call or 
return to the hospital when she returns. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

01:00 Calls Transferred to CDF (Public Service Request)      Request)       1611200004
Occurred on Steiner Dr, Jamestown. RP needs help taking his leg off..Caller transferred to Cal Fire.
Service Class: RESD. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

01:12 VERBAL DISPUTE                                         1611200005
Occurred at Ponderosa Mobile Home Park on Belleview Rd. , Sonora. RP states that her roommate  is mad at 
her because she asked her to quiet down. RP states that her roommate keeps coming to her room and yelling. 
RP states no weapons. 
Summary: I was cancelled by the RP prior to arrival. I conducted a patrol check of the area anyways. . 
Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

01:23 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200006
Officer initiated activity at Sierra Energy, Hwy 108, Jamestown.Summary: I stopped a SUV for speeding.  
Warning given. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

01:24 911 HANG UP                                            1611200007
Occurred at Gibbs Tower on Gibbs Dr/Villa Dr. , Sonora. 911HU from a 911 only phone..Call maps to the tower
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979962  Lon:-120.40298
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

01:30 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200008
Officer initiated activity at Longeway Rd/South Fork Rd, Sonora.Summary: STopped vehicle for inoperable 
license plate light. Released with a warning. NFA. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

01:33 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200009
Officer initiated activity at Hwy 108/GREEN Springs Rd, Jamestown.Driver stopped for erratic driving, negative 
DUI. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

02:06 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200012
Officer initiated activity at Chicken Ranch Bingo And Casino, Chicken Ranch Rd, Jamestown.No plate 
summary: I stopped a SUV with no license plates.  The driver had paperwork showing the vehicle was recently 
purchased from a car lot.  Warning given. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

02:14 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200013
Officer initiated activity at Tuolumne Rd/Black Oak Rd, Sonora.Summary: STopped vehicle for inoperable 
license plate light. Released with a warning. NFA>. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).
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02:16 ASSIST CHP                                             1611200014
Officer initiated activity at Kwik Serve, Hwy 108, Jamestown.Summary: I assisted the CHP as a second unit on 
a traffic stop. . Disposition: Assist Other Agency.

02:50 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200015
Officer initiated activity at Phoebe Ln/Covey Cir, Sonora.Summary: I stopped a car for speeding.  The driver 
had a suspended driver's license, no insurance, and had failed to transfer the vehicle within five days after 
purchase.  Citation issued; see case 16003933 for details. . Disposition: Citation Moving.

02:59 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200016
Officer initiated activity at Hwy 108/GREEN Springs Rd, Jamestown.W/b west of  Green Springs
Summary
Warning given for head light non op. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

03:32 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200017
Officer initiated activity at Manzanita Dr/Cresta Dr, Twain Harte.Summary: Driver cited for 12500(a) CVC. See 
case #16-3936 for details. . Disposition: Citation Moving.

04:20 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200018
Officer initiated activity at Tuolumne Rd/Striker Ct, Sonora.Duplicate incident ref inc 1611200019. . Disposition: 
Log Note.

04:20 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200019
Officer initiated activity at Tuolumne Rd/Striker Ct, Sonora.Summary: I conducted a traffic stop for tinted 
windows. Driver was given a warning. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

06:29 911 HANG UP                                            1611200022
Occurred at Greenley Primary Care on Greenley Rd. , Sonora. 911 hang up, from 911 phone. 
Closed by S10

Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.959512  Lon:-120.31108
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Log Note.

08:02 INJURED DEER                                           1611200027
Occurred at Crystal Falls Mini Mart on Longeway Rd. , Sonora. Rpts an injured deer across the street from the 
Crystal Falls Mini Mart and in the rain gutter.
//10-22 per rp. a CHP unit just pulled up. . Disposition: Log Note.

08:11 WELFARE CHECK                                          1611200028
Occurred on Honey Locust, Sonora. Sonora Hills. Rp has a 20-25min eta. 
The rps father  is not answering the door, and the rp is concerned that something may have happened to him. 
The rps step mother  was released from the hospital this morning and is waiting at the house, unable to get in. 
Summary: Spoke with  at the residence, who said he had been sleeping and did not hear anything. The RP  
arrived and told me he has dementia. The RP's step mother  arrived from the neighbor's house and was taken 
inside by the RP. No further action needed. . Disposition: WELFARE CHECK.

08:39 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1611200030
Occurred on Lama Rd Tamalin, Mi Wuk Village. Audible alarm, sliding door activation. 
//0847hrs Cancel proper codes. . Disposition: False Alarm canceled prior to dispatch (Will not be billed).

08:51 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1611200031
Occurred at Houseboat Mini Mart on La Grange Rd. , La Grange. Vehicle abandoned and blocking the 
driveway. 
Service Class: BUSN. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

09:04 PATROL CHECK                                           1611200032
Officer initiated activity at Blue Oak Ct, Jamestown.Patrol Check. 
Summary: Checked residence which has recently been burglarized, nothing suspicious observed. . Disposition: 
Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.
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09:16 SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE, NOT OFFICER INITIATED              1611200033
Occurred at Kohls on Mono Wy. , Sonora. Rp would like the people in the Airstream advised that they are no 
longer welcome to stay in Junction Shopping Center parking lot. Subjects had previously been advised.  Rp 
will be in the area available by 10-21. 
Summary: I responded to the area and knocked multiple times 360* around the Rv and nobody answered. 
Dispatch called the RO who said their son is using the RV and they do not know how to get ahold of him. RP 
was advised to call back if he located the occupant. . Disposition: Log Note.

09:31 INJURED DEER                                           1611200034
Occurred on Columbia Springs Ln, Columbia. Injured deer in the rps yard. 
Summary: Located deer, despite a rotted back foot, it was able to run off. . Disposition: Log Note.

09:55 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200036
Officer initiated activity at C And C Mini Mart, Victoria Pl, Jamestown.Summary: Driver was issued a warning 
for 4000 (a) CVC. . Disposition: WELFARE CHECK.

09:58 WELFARE CHECK                                          1611200037
Occurred at Tuolumne Senior Apartments on Tuolumne Rd. , Tuolumne. Rp is requesting a deputy respond to 
assist with a welck on an elderly male.  
The rp is currently at the apartment, and not able to get in.  She has been checking in on the subject the last 
few days due to him being ill. 

Summary: Upon arrival, I asked dispatch to contact SRMC to see if the subject was there. Dispatch confirmed 
he was transported to SRMC and was still there. NFA. . Disposition: WELFARE CHECK.

10:30 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1611200039
Occurred on Soulsbyville Rd, Soulsbyville. 10-21 The rp requesting advice about her neighbor putting a lock 
on a gate they share. The rp is now unable to take her trailer out of the barn due to the lock. 
Summary: RP was advised on how to obtain a court order. The RP wanted to know if she could cut the lock 
and I told her she may face civil liabilty but because they have shared the driveway since 1981 it would not be 
a criminal issue. . Disposition: Log Note.

10:37 WELFARE CHECK                                          1611200040
Occurred on Preston Ln, Jamestown. Req's a welfare check on a female who isn't answering the door.  Rp 
standing by in a wht subaru impreza. 
Summary: Met with RP  and contacted the elderly female , who had been in the bathroom. She was in good 
health and not in need of assistance, no further action needed. . Disposition: WELFARE CHECK.

10:51 SUSPICIOUS CIRC                                        1611200041
Occurred on Creekside Dr, Sonora. Rp left her car key in the car, which was unlocked. Now the key is missing 
and the alarm keeps going off, and when the rp opens the house door to go outside the alarm is turned off. 
//1051hrs Cancel, the rp found the key on the ground, it was getting wet and that was setting the alarm off. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

10:59 ASSAULT                                                1611200042
Occurred on Roselyn Ln, Sonora. Rp was assaulted last night by his former friend. Both subjects are still on 
scene. 11-41 refused.
 . 
Summary:  RP advised he wanted the Resp to leave the residence and he was refusing. The RP then said he 
wanted the Resp to be nice to him. They agreed to be nice to each other. . Disposition: Log Note.
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10:59 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1611200043
Occurred on Columbia Village Dr, Columbia. Rp went to pick up his child from his ex  this morning and she 
would not follow the court order.  ********** 10-21 *********** 
Summary: RP  said his ex  had manipulated his daughter into wanting to stay with her. RP was allowed custody 
of his daughter, but allowed her to stay with the mom for the day and take custody of her later that night. I 
informed the RP that he could make his daughter go with him when he has custody, however he did not want 
to damage his relationship with her and allowed her to go with the mom . RP will be going to court to have the 
place of exchange changed. . Disposition: Log Note.

11:09 MISC INFORMATION                                       1611200046
Occurred at Tulloch Reservoir on Lake Tulloch/Tulloch Lake. . Rpts an unattended red/white jet ski on the 
shore by the water distribution plant. Info only. . Disposition: Log Note.

11:30 AMBULANCE CALL                                         1611200047
Occurred on S Creekside Dr, Sonora. 88 yr old female, unresponsive 
silent approach. . Disposition: Coroners Case Natural Causes.

11:39 FIGHT OR DISTURBANCE                                   1611200048
Occurred on Cedar Springs Rd, Twain Harte. The rps neighbor Carolyn Bradford is in her yard stirring her burn 
pile. 
Summary: RP does not want a response. She was given advice on how to obtain a restraining order. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

12:07 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200051
Officer initiated activity at Montezuma Junction, Hwy 108/HWY 49, Jamestown.Traffic Stop. 
Summary: Driver stopped for not stopping at a stop sign, warning given. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used 
for 11-95s).

12:12 911 HANG UP                                            1611200052
Occurred at West Sonora Peak on Gibbs Dr. , Sonora. 911 hang up..
//on call back message left 

Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979962  Lon:-120.40298
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

12:37 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1611200053
Occurred at Community Compass on Susan Wy. , Sonora. Audible, tripped at the water heater out back. No key 
holder responding. And no one should be by the water heater. . Disposition: False Alarm will be billed.

12:41 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1611200054
Occurred at Hwy 108/FIFTH Av, Jamestown. Reckless driver, rp transferred to chp 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.950146  Lon:-120.41281
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.
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13:06 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1611200056
Occurred at Stoney Brook Mhp on Allison Wy. , Sonora. 10-21 The rp  requesting advice about health issues 
the landlord will not deal with, according to the rp. 
Summary: RP  said her landlord , had failed to pay for a repair to the properties sewage system. The sewage 
had backed up on 10/9/16, and the repair was paid for by the RP . After requesting reimbursement from her 
landlord , the RP was told she would not be reimbursed. Around 10/11/16, the RP was told to remove several 
items from her front yard, which she did a few days later. She was given a failure to comply letter by the 
landlord and told she could be evicted. On 10/16/16, the landlord  forced his way onto the property. During 
that encounter, the RP  was accused of pushing her landlord. Documentation requested only. . Disposition: 
Civil Problem.

13:24 911 HANG UP                                            1611200057
Occurred at West Sonora Peak on Gibbs Dr. , Sonora. 911 hang up 
/message left on call back 

Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979962  Lon:-120.40298
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

13:30 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1611200058
Occurred at Pro Flame on Victoria Pl. , Jamestown. Audible, tripped at the interior door and perimeter. Key 
holder pending. 
Summary: Checked front of business, no signs of forced entry. Visually checked sides and rear of business 
from outside the chain link fence/gate, no signs of forced entry. . Disposition: False Alarm will be billed.

13:33 Calls Transferred to CDF (Public Service Request)      Request)       1611200059
Occurred on Tanager Dr, Twain Harte. Oak tree has split and landed on his two cars, and now the other side is 
going to land on his house. Caller transferred to cal fire. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.062381  Lon:-120.24643
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

13:36 BURGLARY                                               1611200060
Occurred on Alice Ln, Groveland. Home that is being built has been broken into..
***************10-21 requested****************** 
Summary: RP  said he has been working on a vacant 7,000 sq ft home in Groveland. While the RP was gone, 
about two days ago, a neighbor noticed the doors to the residence were open and found a large French door 
had been smashed. The RP received pictures of the damage and home, and was unsure if anything had been 
take from the residence, although many tools and electronics were upstairs. The residence was secured by the 
neighbor by locking the doors and using large boards to secure the broken French door. The RP will be 
visiting the property on 11/23/16, to check the interior. He will be calling the Sheriff's Office if anything is 
missing or desires a report to be taken. . Disposition: Log Note.
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13:51 ADVICE                                                 1611200061
Occurred at Salvador Ct/Tannahill Dr, Groveland. 10-21 The rp requesting advice about child custody 
exchange that is supposed to take place later today in Groveland. 
Summary: RP  said she was supposed to be taking custody of her daugther later in the evening, but had had 
been told by her ex , the court order gave him custody. I had the RP email me a copy of the court order. The 
issue of debate concerned whether the Monday preceding Thanksgiving was a holiday as mentioned in the 
court order. After consulting with a supervisor, it was determined the RP  was to be granted custody of the 
child beginning in the evening of 11/20/16, and was to relinquish custody of the child at 1800 hours the 
following day. The ex  was notified of the determination, he was argumentative and would not allow me to 
explain how the determination was made. After speaking with the RP a second time, I requested she get the 
court order clarified due to the ambiguity in the wording, she agreed and said a court date had already been 
set. I also asked her to provide the Sheriff's Office with a copy of the new order. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

13:58 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1611200062
Occurred at Kamps Propane on Micro-Tronics Wy. , Sonora. Audible, tripped at the dispatch door and motion 
detector. Key holder pending. 
//1403hrs Cancel per the responder they will check. . Disposition: False Alarm canceled prior to dispatch (Will 
not be billed).

14:16 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200065
Officer initiated activity at The Outpost, Soulsbyville Rd, Sonora.Summary: Driver was warned for failing to 
signal. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

14:19 MISC INFORMATION                                       1611200066
Occurred on Tuolumne Rd, Sonora. Rpts he will be shooting on his property for about 1 hr. . Disposition: Log 
Note.

14:20 FIGHT OR DISTURBANCE                                   1611200067
Occurred on Roselyn Ln, Sonora. Rp says  is throwing his phone across the room 
Summary: Resp agreed to leave the residence. . Disposition: Log Note.

14:20 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1611200068
Occurred on Willow St, Jamestown. Audible alarm, back door activation. . Disposition: False Alarm will be 
billed.

14:23 911 HANG UP                                            1611200069
Occurred at Black Oak Casino on Tuolumne Rd N. , Tuolumne. 911 hang up from tower
on call back message left 

Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.974093  Lon:-120.23965
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

14:32 SUSPICIOUS CIRC                                        1611200071
Occurred on Mount Everest Ct, Sonora. Rpts teenager on her roof
Service Class: RESD. . Disposition: Log Note.

15:15 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1611200072
Occurred on Joaquin Morris Rd, Sonora. Audible alarm garage door 
Summary: The backdoor to the garage door was unlocked. I entered the garage and it was clear and empty. 
Nothing was disturbed or taken. False alarm. . Disposition: False Alarm will be billed.

15:15 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200073
Officer initiated activity at Regal Theater, Sanguinetti Rd, Sonora City.Traffic Stop on vehicle where the 
occupants appear to be having a 415 verbal. . Sanguinetti Rd behind the movie theater. . Disposition: Warning 
Given (Used for 11-95s).
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15:28 911 HANG UP                                            1611200074
Occurred at Rushing Hill Lookout on Rock River Rd/County Line. , Jamestown. 911 hang up, 911 only phone. 
buttons being pushed
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.828889  Lon:-120.56844
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

15:29 911 HANG UP                                            1611200075
Occurred at Rushing Hill Lookout on Rock River Rd/County Line. , Jamestown. 911 hang up from 911 only cell
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.828889  Lon:-120.56844
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

15:40 ATTEMPT                                                1611200077
Occurred on Second Garrotte Ridge Rd, Groveland. Someone attempted to break into a neighbor building..rp is 
watching the property 
rp is at this residence 
Summary: RP  said he has seen trespasser's on a neighboring property. The property owner has passed away, 
and is controlled by an individual who lives in Texas. On the property is a large metal shed containing a van, 
boat, fixtures, and various electical items. The door on the shed had minor damage to it, as if someone had 
attempted to pry it open, and a key was stuck in the padlock. The RP said he caught a trespasser several days 
earlier who identified himself . RP requested we conduct extra patrol in the area. Placed in SIB. . Disposition: 
Log Note.

15:51 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1611200078
Occurred at Sparks Ranch Resort on Tuolumne Rd. , Sonora. Cattle in the road 
Service Class: BUSN. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

16:06 SUSPICIOUS PERSON, NOT OFFICER INIATED                 1611200079
Occurred at St Charles on Italian Bar Rd. , Columbia. Female running around naked. Possibly ran into the 
bathroom next to St Charles. 
Summary: made contact with the LE park ranger. He stated a female, who was in the bar, made a bet with the bar 
patrons to streak. She took the bet and ran nude outside. she then got into the car with her friends and left the 
area prior to my arrival. The park ranger needed no further assistance. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.007942  Lon:-120.4165
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

16:38 PATROL CHECK                                           1611200081
Occurred on Twin Oak Dr, Jamestown. Wma, thin,  beige jacket, riding around on a small mc taking pictures of 
residences. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

16:42 911 HANG UP                                            1611200082
Occurred at Mt Elizabeth Tower on Mount Elizabeth Rd/Mt Elizabeth Drive   N56. , Twain Harte. 911 hang up 
//no answer on call back 

Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.063014  Lon:-120.24725
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

16:54 PEDESTRIAN STOP                                        1611200083
Officer initiated activity at Bell Mooney Rd/Jacksonville Rd, Jamestown.Out with 1 male. . Disposition: Log 
Note.

16:55 UNK INJURY TC                                          1611200084
Officer initiated activity at Phoenix Lake Rd, Sonora.Possible vehicle accident. numerous vehicles backed up. . 
Disposition: Log Note.
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16:59 JUVENILE PROBLEM                                       1611200085
Occurred on Cavalieri Rd, Sonora. The rps 17yoa daughter has shown up at the house, and is planning on 
leaving again. The juvs boyfriend is with her to make sure everything goes ok. 

Made contact with the RP who stated her 17 year old daughter arrived at the residence and was packing her 
belongings to leave. RP wanted to know her rights as a parent. RP stated her daughter has been staying at her 
boyfriend's parent's house and has been going to school. I made contact with Savannah in the house. She 
stated she has been dealing with "emotional abuse" from her mom for the past few years. Savannah stated her 
mom texted her a few days ago stating she was no longer welcome at the house and wanted her moved out. 
Savanna stated she was confused why I was there because when she arrived at the house, her mom told her to 
get all of her stuff out and leave. Savanna showed me the text messages her mom, which corroborates her 
statement. Savannah also showed me a text where she attempted to meet with her mom to "talks about thing." 
Her mom replied, "I'm about to take a nap. I don't have time for you." The RP agreed to let her daughter stay 
with a family friend to let things cool off. They agreed to meet on Tuesday to works things out. 

Service Class: RESD. . Disposition: Log Note.
17:05 FIGHT OR DISTURBANCE                                   1611200086

Occurred on Chukar Cir, Sonora. 10-21 The rp. Rp would like documentation due to the regular occurrence. 
3male juvs 12yoa, were involved in a 415p outside the apartment. Parties are split up, one party is standing on 
the balcony of #C. 
Summary:  ATC at 1822 hrs.  No answer, message left for re contact when available.   ATC at 1832 hrs.  No 
answer.  Closed pending re contact. . Disposition: Log Note.

17:16 MISC INFORMATION                                       1611200088
Occurred on Amy Dr, Sonora. 10-21 The rp regarding the school picture issue. 
Summary.  Spoke with RP who said the Resp still had not returned their daughters school photos.  Spoke to 
Resp who agreed to return the photos by mailing them to the RP.  RP did not want the Resp to mail the photos. 
 Explained to RP if she needed to speak with Resp and come to a different agreement if she was not ok with 
Resp mailing the photos. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

17:38 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1611200090
Occurred on Feather River Dr, Sonora. Audible, tripped at motion sensor. Key holder pending. . Disposition: 
False Alarm will be billed.

17:57 ASSAULT                                                1611200091
Occurred on Old Sonora Columbia Rd, Sonora. 10-21. Rp rpts she is in the process of a divorce. Rp went to her 
ex husbands  house to do her child exchange when her ex husband assaulted the rp to get her cell phone out 
of her bra, broke her cell phone, and threw her belongings in the street. No injuries. 
Summary:  RP and Resp recently split up and had a "family day" planned with their infant daughter.  While 
driving home, Resp took RP' cell phone out of the top of her shirt and attempted to go through it.  Once at the 
residence the Resp took the cell phone from RP a second time and went through its contents.  Resp was upset 
with what he saw on the phone and threw it on the ground.   RP was not injured during the dispute and did not 
believe the Resp was attempting to injure her.  RP did not want to make a criminal report regarding the incident 
but she wished for documentation. . Disposition: Log Note.
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18:09 SUICIDAL OR MENTAL SUBJECT                             1611200093
Occurred on Good Shepherd Rd, Sonora. Husband just took a bunch of aspirin and motrin 
40 aspirin 5 800 mg motrin and drank a bottle of wine
Summary: Resp taken to SRMC for medical and 5150W&I evaluation. See report for details.

  Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.062381  Lon:-120.24643
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Attempted suicide (Adult).

18:31 SUSPICIOUS CIRC                                        1611200095
Occurred at Am PM on Pesce Wy. , Sonora City. Reports poss drug deal going on, rp transferred to spd 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979962  Lon:-120.40298
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

18:38 PATROL CHECK                                           1611200097
Occurred on Soulsbyville Rd, Soulsbyville. Rpts 6 shots from the timber dr area. . Disposition: Crime 
Prevention, Patrol Check.

18:54 SUSPICIOUS PERSON, NOT OFFICER INIATED                 1611200098
Occurred at Sonora Moose Lodge on Longeway Rd. , Sonora. Male subject in the outside bathroom sleeping.   
rp will be standing by ..10-21 rp before responding. . Disposition: Log Note.

19:13 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1611200099
Occurred at C And C Mini Mart on Victoria Pl. , Jamestown. 10-21 Rp. Rpts a custody order violation. Childrens 
mother  is supposed to pkup the children  at the above location. Resp sent the rp a text that says she is not 
coming and she wants the rp to take the children to Oakdale. 
Summary: Called and left message for RP @ 2144 hours to call us back. Closing pending recontact. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

19:50 VIOLATION OF A COURT ORDER                             1611200101
Occurred at Sierra Energy on Mono Wy. , Sonora. 10-21 Rp. Rpts he was at the pumps when his ex wife  
attempted to approach his vehicle. Rp left and later returned to the gas station and his ex wife attempted to 
approach his vehicle again. Ex wife has a restraining order against the rp and he is afraid she is going to try 
and report a violation. 

SUMMARY: Rp was finishing up work and while filling up his work vehicle his ex-wife showed up and tried to 
converse with him. Due to a restraining order the rp did not want to speak with his ex-wife. The rp left the store 
and returned about 30-45 later in his personal vehicle. At this time his ex-wife showed up again and tried to 
start a conversation with him and his new wife. Rp wanted documentation in case his ex stated he was 
breaking the restraining order. I advised him I would document the incident for him. . Disposition: Log Note.

20:18 HEALTH AND SAFTY/DRUG ACTIVITY                         1611200103
Occurred at Chicken Ranch Bingo And Casino on Chicken Ranch Rd. , Jamestown. Lower parking lot d 
assoc veh/ lt colored chevy impalla
2wma inside the veh, subjects have syringe and are shooting up, they have substance in the bottom of a can 
Summary:  Traffic stop conducted of Resp vehicle.  Driver and passenger arrested for drug related charges.  
See case 16-3940. . Disposition: Arrest Made.

20:58 911 HANG UP                                            1611200104
Occurred on Longeway Rd, Sonora. 911 hang up.
/on call back spoke with  she is said it was a mistake, no emergency
Service Class: RESD. . Disposition: Log Note.
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21:04 911 HANG UP                                            1611200105
Occurred on Longeway Rd, Sonora. Open line then hang up////2111hrs called back and spoke with Susan who 
advised she has no idea who is calling  - Rp checked the rest of the residents in the house and they are all 
sleeping.  Rp believes it is the same problem as the last time. 
Service Class: RESD. . Disposition: Log Note.

21:07 WELFARE CHECK                                          1611200106
Occurred at Sawmill Flat Rd/Parrotts Ferry Rd, Columbia. Rpts seeing a female walking down the road near the 
college. Rp advises the female was acting odd. lsw/wearing a green dress,blond hair. . Disposition: Gone On 
Arrival.

21:11 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1611200107
Occurred at Montezuma Junction on Hwy 108/HWY 49. , Jamestown. Rp is following a poss drunk driver. 
transferred to chp
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979962  Lon:-120.40298
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

21:21 911 HANG UP                                            1611200108
Occurred at Mount Brow Rd/Hwy 49, Sonora. Open line then hang up////upon call back phone goes directly to 
vm. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.007974  Lon:-120.41652
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

22:18 Calls Transferred to CDF (Public Service Request)      Request)       1611200110
Occurred on Brook Dr, Sonora. SMOKE DETECTOR KEEPS GOING OFF 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.030806  Lon:-120.35185
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

22:23 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200111
Officer initiated activity at Hwy 108/SOULSBYVILLE Rd, Soulsbyville. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 
11-95s).

22:27 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200112
Officer initiated activity at Pine St/Bay Av, Tuolumne. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

22:42 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200113
Officer initiated activity at Tuolumne Rd/Soulsbyville Rd, Sonora. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-
95s).

22:51 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200114
Officer initiated activity at Sierra Motors, Fifth Av, Jamestown.Obstructed plate 
Summary: Vehicle's passenger side head light was out.  Warning given. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 
11-95s).

22:59 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200115
Officer initiated activity at Montezuma Junction, Hwy 108/HWY 49, Jamestown.Summary: Vehicle's license 
plate light was out.  Warning given. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

23:23 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200117
Officer initiated activity at Sonora Ford, Mono Wy, Sonora. . Disposition: Citation Moving.

23:29 Calls Transferred to CDF (Public Service Request)      Request)       1611200118
Occurred on N Sunshine Rd, Sonora. Car pulled into the rps driveway and the vehicle is on fire. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.992954  Lon:-120.27626
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.
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23:49 911 MISDIAL                                            1611200119
Occurred at Avalon Health Care on Greenley Rd. , Sonora.  called 911 but did not know why. Spoke with CNA 
Veronica who advised she was fine and she will keep checking on her. NFA needed. 
Service Class: VOIP. . Disposition: Log Note.

23:56 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1611200120
Officer initiated activity at Jamestown Rd/Wigwam Rd, Jamestown. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11
-95s).
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